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Portsmouth Road mini-

Holland route now open to 

ride! 

Construction has been going on for 

more than a year now, but at the 

beginning of November the cycle track 

along Portsmouth Road was opened   

- without fanfare.  

We are pleased that there is kerb 

separation from traffic for nearly a mile 

which is much better than was 

originally proposed by Kingston 

Council. If you took part in the 

consultations back in January 2015 

thank you for helping to get these 

improvements. 

Works are still continuing on the 

changes for pedestrian access to the 

Queen’s Promenade with new ramps, 

steps and paving – all seen by the 

council as necessary to help ‘sell’ 

mini-Holland to the wider public.  

Once the Prom is open again we 

expect far fewer people to be walking 

on the ‘cycles only’ section at the 

northern end approaching the High 

Street.  

We have reported some issues with 

the scheme to the council – where 

bollards and sign posts have been put 

in awkward places and will be having 

a ‘snagging’ meeting with them. 

 

 

Families enjoying the kerb-separated safe space for 

cycling on Portsmouth Road 

Dealing with the ‘Shared Use’ dilemma 

There has been criticism of the ‘shared use’ 

sections of the Portsmouth Road mini-Holland 

scheme and other schemes that have been 

consulted on where cyclists share with 

pedestrians. Kingston Cycling Campaign (KCC) 

follows the policy of the London Cycling 

Campaign which includes opposing shared use 

where its use would be dangerous to cyclists or 

pedestrians and where it reduces the total amount 

of space available for cyclists. LCC policy is, 

however, that shared use will be promoted where 

it encourages cycling by children and 

inexperienced cyclists where its use is part of 

reallocation of space from motor vehicles towards 

pedestrians and cyclists, and where it will enable 

cyclists to have access to otherwise 

‘pedestrianised’ areas. See also 

www.lcc.org.uk/pages/shared-space. 
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Shared use (continued from p1) 

Earlier in 2016 we opposed what the Council 

proposed to build at the Fountain 

Roundabout, New Malden, partly because 

their solution was to create a large amount 

of area shared with pedestrians at a location 

likely to be busy with cyclists and people on 

foot travelling in many different directions. 

We have consistently called for the council 

to minimise the amount of shared use in 

further mini-Holland schemes – particularly 

where designs have proposed it at busy bus 

stops.  

Campaign Meetings: 

KCC campaign meetings happen on the 

second Tuesday each month i.e. 13th Dec, 

10th Jan, 14th Feb etc at 8pm. Our venue 

is the Kingston Environment Centre 1 

Kingston Road, New Malden (by the 

Fountain roundabout). Meetings are open 

to all members and supporters of 

KCC/LCC. Call Jon on 07984 757761 if 

you want to check arrangements. 

Above: Kingston Council designs for shared 
use at the Norbiton roundabout. 

 KCC recommended showing support for 

the three schemes that Kingston consulted 

on in Oct/Nov this year despite the 

inclusion of shared use that we thought 

was inappropriate. We want the schemes 

to go forward but to be revised at the 

further ‘detailed design’ stage. What we 

have found, despite the numerous 

questions posed in the consultation 

documents, is that the results tend to 

simply be treated as a referendum with 

those counted as ‘supporting’ weighed 

against those ‘opposing’.  

Interestingly, the council have recently 

started a dialogue with us about the idea 

of permitting cycling in Clarence Street.  

So what happened to the 

boardway idea? 

Contrary to rumours, Kingston Council 

still intends to consult on creating a 

riverside route that you can cycle along. 

Such a route would link the path through 

Canbury Gardens and the new 

Portsmouth Road scheme.  

It would appear that the ideas of a floating 

boardway or one constructed on 

stanchions in the river have faded in 

favour of construction adding width to the 

existing waterfront path. There are 

numerous difficulties with level 

differences and trees and moorings. One 

major obstacle is how to find an 

acceptable route under Kingston Bridge. 

Would shared use on the existing path be 

acceptable here? – we would object to 

any suggestion of ‘Cyclists Dismount’ in a 

scheme designed to provide a cycle 

route. 

Rides We have a rides schedule 

stretching well into 2017 – details on our 

website kingstoncycling.org.uk  

Next rides are on Sundays 11 Dec, 15 & 

29 Jan, starting at 10:30 from the Ancient 

Market Place, Kingston.  

 

 


